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Sustainable Tourism comprehensively examines the theoretical and applied dimensions of

contemporary sustainable tourism from a global perspective. Using international case studies and

examples, it provides cutting edge coverage of the latest developments in the area, both

theoretically and practically. It takes the reader through all aspects of sustainable tourism from the

emergence of the paradigm to sustainability issues in all types of tourism and all components of the

industry. Divided into 11 chapters it covers* ?Alternative tourism? (AT), or small-scale tourism and

its associated pros and cons* Sustainable tourism within the conventional ?mass? tourism sector:

the ?green consumer?, transportation, accommodation, attractions and tour operator considering

issues and developments in quality control* Destination sustainability: issues of community

empowerment and ideal sustainability models* Conclusions for the future of sustainable tourismThe

wide variety of international case studies used include: backpacking in Australia and Spain,

Volunteer tourism in the US, Six Continents and Marriott hotels, Disney World, the Grand Prix, the

Grand Canyon, mountain gorilla parks in Uganda and many more.Specifically written for courses in

the specific topic area of sustainable tourism, this textbook considers the needs of both students

and lecturers as follows:* Ideal for a semester course (or a 42-hour course)* Global perspective

throughout the chapters and in the breadth of illustrative boxed case studies;* Chapters

exceptionally well-integrated through frequent cross-references* End-of-chapter questions that

prompt deeper integrative thinking on the part of the reader.* Online resources for the lecturer,

including PowerPoint presentations and multiple choice exercises
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Development

This is an excellent book. it will likely become a standard teaching text throughout the Anglophone

world. Published by Elsevier, it is assured wide distribution.-Ralf C. Buckley, Griffith University,

Australia

A thorough user-friendly textbook, which takes a global view of sustainable tourism, both from within

the industry and the destination.

The book was in really good conditions. However, the reviews that I read about it where much better

than what actually the content is.

Warning...this version does not include page numbers as indicated in the description! Kindle support

has no clue why either and won't help you! Do not purchase if you need page numbers for

referencing.

Well written and inclusive. Used ina college course in addition to GSTC standards via the UN.

Weaver's book is more real life experiences and info as opposed to regulations.
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